
 
 
 
Jennifer Mann, candidate for Brunswick Town Council, believes that the Council 
should represent everyone in our community. A homestead farmer slowly bringing 
one of Brunswick’s historic farms back to life, Mann is seeking innovative ways of 
reinvigorating the agricultural landscape in Brunswick by working together with 
local farmers to find solutions.  
 
“It’s important that Brunswick finds agriculturally based solutions for restoring 
our fallow farms to financial sustainability to prevent them from being lost to 
development. As a Town Council member, I will represent the community and 
work to maintain Brunswick’s rural character into the future.” 
 
Having chosen Brunswick for raising her family, Jennifer Mann is on the advisory 
board of her daughters’ pre-school, is a founding member of an elementary school 
co-op, and volunteers seasonally at our local Laughing Earth farm.  
 
“My family has embraced a rural lifestyle that has long been valued in our 
country. I’m running for Town Council to keep this lifestyle choice an option in 
our own community.” 
 
Jennifer worked for a decade as a medical researcher, then earned a PhD from 
Princeton that focused on ancient Greek political theory. She has prioritized time 
with her family while her kids are young, but now she is eager to serve the wider 
Brunswick community. Mann’s academic and professional experience has brought 
her to live in many diverse regions and neighborhoods across the country and she 
believes this is one of her best assets:  
 
“As a Town Council member I will bring a new perspective, a jolt of energy and a 
fresh voice to Brunswick’s local government.  I am confident that I can work 
successfully with the current Town Supervisor and Council.” 
 
Jennifer Mann is politically independent, supported in her campaign by friends and 
neighbors of diverse political viewpoints.  She will be respectful and responsive to 
the views and needs of all of Brunswick’s citizens.  
 

 
 

Jennifer is grateful for your support and would like to hear from you! 
FriendsOfJenniferMann@gmail.com 


